In this paper, we present an ambient backscattersfriendly 5G network that creates locations with large power (hot spots) for tags and good reception locations (quiet spots or coherent spots) for readers. The massive multiple input multiple output (M-MIMO) antenna and beamforming capability of the 5G network is used as follows. In a first step, a training device (separate from tags and readers) is used to send pilots and train the 5G network to perform focusing and/or nulling onto marked locations. In a second step, tags and readers are positioned onto the marked locations. The robustness of M-MIMO beamforming to slight changes in the environment is exploited. Our initial simulation results, in a multipath propagation channel environment, show that creating a hot spot on a tag improves the tag-reader range however with a low probability of detection. Creating a hot spot on a tag and a good reception spot on a reader at the same time, improves the tag-reader range with 99% probability of detection. The study also shows that beamforming does not degrade the performance of a legacy 5G communication.
I. INTRODUCTION
Even though each new generation of mobile network, from the 2 nd generation (2G) to the 5 th generation (5G) has been designed to be more energy efficient, mobile networks still keep on spending more energy due to the huge wireless internet traffic growth [1] , especially due to the internet-of-things (IoT). Fig. 1 . Illustration of the two limitations of an ambient backscattering communication system in a richly scattering propagation environment: the tag may happen to be in a deep fade of the source and the reader on a strong peak of the source, which may lead to a bad detection of the tag by the reader.
It is therefore time to consider radically different approaches such as ambient backscatters [2] . In an ambient backscatter communication system, a radio-frequency (RF) tag transmits a message to an RF reader, without battery, and without generating any additional RF wave. The tag is simply illuminated by an RF source such as a television broadcast tower, and it switches between two states (in one state it is transparent to the RF signal, in the other state it backscatters the RF signal). One state corresponds to "0" bit and the other to "1" bit. The reader detects two distinct levels of received power associated to the two states, and deduces the sent bit. [3] has shown that ambient backscatter communications are particularly advantageous for IoT applications as the tags are battery-free devices. Unfortunately, the ambient backscatter has two drawbacks, that limit the tag-reader communication range the tag might not be well illuminated and the tag-toreader link is interfered by the direct source-to-reader link. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , due to the random nature of fast fading in a richly scattering environment, this drawback may happen often.
To overcome the aforementioned limitations, [4] proposes to use transmit beamforming at the source side and a jointdetection of the source and the tag signals at the reader side. In [4] , it is assumed that the source perfectly knows the three channels: the tag-to-reader, the source-to-tag and the source-toreader channel. Then, the source computes a beamformer that optimizes the detection of the tag, under a constrain (a target detection probability of the source signal). The limit of this technique is that the reader is highly complex and the acquisitions of the three channel state information at the source side, seems very difficult in practice, especially, with a batteryfree tag.
Already with 4G, initial experiments of ambient backscatter communications have been successfully demonstrated [5] . 5G base stations can perform beamforming thanks to massive multiple-input multiple-output (M-MIMO) antennas composed of several dozens, to a few hundreds of antenna elements [6] [7] [8] . In the field trials conducted in [8] , sounding reference signals (SRS) [9] are sent by the mobile device in the uplink direction to enable the base station (BS) to acquire the channel state information at the transmission (CSIT) side, channel reciprocity is exploited to perform beamforming. In this paper, for the first time, we propose to use 5G networks and devices to create "hot spots for tags" with very high RF power and "good reception spots for readers" with a four-step approach. We consider two types of good reception spot: a "quiet spot" with very weak source-to-reader interference; and a "coherent spot" with very strong source-toreader interference, this interference being built to be coherent (i.e. in phase) with the backscattered signal. During a first step illustrated in Fig. 2-a) , the locations of the spots are indicated by visual signs such as panels or stickers. During a second step, illustrated in Fig. 2-b ), 5G "training devices" send SRS to the network to enable the network to acquire the channel state information at the transmitter side (CSIT). During a third step, illustrated in Fig. 2-c) , the network performs maximum ratio transmission (MRT) beamforming [10] (to create a hot spot for the tag) or zero forcing (ZF) beamforming (to create a hot spot for the tag and a quiet spot for the reader simultaneously) [11] , or a new coherent combining (CC) beamforming (to create a hot spot for the tag and a coherent spot for the reader). Once the hot spot and good reception spot are created, the 5G devices can be withdrawn and replaced by a tag and a reader, respectively, during a fourth step illustrated in Fig. 2-d) and Fig. 2-e ), for ZF and CC, respectively. The tag is then strongly illuminated by the 5G source and better detected by the reader. In the case where the reader is on a quiet spot, the tag-to-reader signal is free of direct 5G source interference. In the case where the reader is on a coherent spot, the tag-to-reader signal coherently combines with the direct 5G source interference. In this latter case the source must transmit successively different phase shifted beams and the reader must analyze the received signal for each beam and feed back the beam index, which maximizes the performance, to the source. Thanks to these methods, the tag and reader remain advantageously simple, low cost and battery-free (for the tag at least), as they do not need to send SRS or to make complex joint detection. The reader can remain a simple energy detector and performance depends on the difference of power between the backscattering and transparent states. Even in the case of CC beamforming, the reader only needs to feed back a beam index.
There are two important requirements though. First, such scheme requires the channel to be stable between the time when the smartphone performs the sounding and the time when the tag and reader communicates with each other. Such stability has been observed experimentally for massive MIMO channels in [10] [11] . Secondly, the channel must be highly richly scattering with strong angular. This assumption ensures that applying the ZF, MRT or CC precoder does not reduce the broadcast signal power received by legacy devices, and that the beamforming gain is important.
The paper is organized as follows: section II presents our system model, section III presents simulation results in a richly scattering environment (with a Rayleigh channel model) and section IV concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Spatially correlated channel model including backscattering
As shown in Fig. 2 , we consider a system composed of a source (S), a tag (T), a reader (R) and a legacy device (D). The variable ݀ ୗୖ (respectively ݀ ୗ , ݀ ୖ ) defines the distance between S and R (respectively S and T, T and R). As illustrated by Fig. 3 , we assume that the source is located far from the tag, the reader and the device. In the model we consider that the tag and the reader are closed to each other and experience a spatially correlated channel. On the contrary, we consider that the legacy device is very far from the tag and the reader. As a consequence, the source-to-legacy-device channel is assumed to be uncorrelated with the source-to-reader and source-to-tag channels.
We consider a multi-carrier waveform as in 5G standard [9] . We assume that the channel is frequency flat on a subcarrier and therefore study the system on a subcarrier basis. With this assumption, the channel can be modeled by a complex coefficient. Let ‫ܐ‬ ୗ ∈ ԧ ଵൈ be the vector of the ‫ܭ‬ coefficients of the small scale fading channels between an arbitrary point in space Z (in the proximity of the tag and the reader) and the ‫ܭ‬ antennas of the source. We model the channel by a Rayleigh channel model with ‫ܯ‬ paths. For each path ݉ ∈ ሾ1, … , ‫ܯ‬ሿ, a planar wave leaves the source with a random angle of departure ‫ܦܣ‬ ୗ , is scattered by the scatterer ݉, and finally hits the point Z with a random angle of arrival ‫ܣܣ‬ ୗ . The wave has a random initial phase ߶ and a . With these assumptions, the expression of ‫ܐ‬ ୗ is given by:
where, ܿ is the light velocity, ݂ is the carrier frequency, ‫ݔ(‬ ୩ ୗ , ‫ݕ‬ ୗ ሻ are the Cartesian coordinates of the source antenna ݇, ሺ‫ݔ‬ , ‫ݕ‬ ሻ are the Cartesian coordinates of the point Z relatively to a position in the area including the tag and reader, and ߠ , is a path difference given by:
From equation (1), we can deduce the vectors ‫ܐ‬ ୗୖ , ‫ܐ‬ ୗ ∈ ԧ ଵൈ , of the source-to-reader and the source-to-tag small-scale fadings, respectively, by replacing Z by R and T, respectively.
Free space propagation is considered between T and R and modeled with the Friis Formula as T and the R are supposed to be closed to each other. With these assumptions, the tag-toreader channel ݄ ୖ ∈ ԧ is given by:
The total signal received by the reader is the sum of the direct signal from the source and the signal from the source backscattered by tag. We obtain the following expression of the equivalent channel ‫ܐ‬ ୣ୯ ∈ ԧ ଵൈ between S and R (after propagation, including backscattering):
where, ‫ܩ‬ ∈ Թ ା is the is the long-term average propagation gain due to slow shadow fading and the distance, ߛ corresponds to the modulation factor of the tag. ߛ ∈ ሾ0,1ሿ takes two distinct values: ߛ when the tag is backscattering and ߛ when the tag is transparent.
B. Precoders
As introduced in I, we propose to use precoders exploiting the knowledge of the channels ‫ܐ‬ ୗୖ and ‫ܐ‬ ୗ (estimated by the source thanks to pilots sent by the training device), to improve the ∆ܴܵܰ metric. We emphasize that in our proposed schemes, ‫ܐ‬ ୖ remains unknown, contrary to the solution given in [4] . As illustrated in Fig. 4 , we consider and compare the following four different types of precoder ‫ܘ‬ ∈ ԧ ൈଵ :
 the reference precoder ‫ܘ‬ ୖ (no precoding);  the MRT precoder ‫ܘ‬ ୖ ;
 the ZF precoder ‫ܘ‬ ;
 the CC precoder ‫ܘ‬ େେ .
The reference (REF) precoder is defined by ‫ܘ‬
For all next precoders, ‫ܭ‬ 1 is considered.
The expression of the MRT precoder is given by ‫ܘ‬ ୖ ൌ ߙ ୖ ሺ‫ܐ‬ ୗ ሻ ற , where ሺ. ሻ ற is hermitian operation and ߙ ୖ is a normalizing factor such that ‫ܘ‖‬ ୖ ‖ ଶ ൌ 1, where ‖. ‖ ଶ is the Frobenius norm. The precoder ‫ܘ‬ ୖ creates a maximum of power or "hot spot" on the tag.
The ZF precoder ‫ܘ‬ is determined in several steps. First the channel matrix ۶ ∈ ԧ ଶൈ is defined as follows:
Then, the following zero forcing matrix is computed:
Finally, ‫ܘ‬ is extracted from ‫ۿ‬ as follows: ‫ܘ‬ ൌ ߙ ‫ۿ‬ ,ଵ for ݇ ൌ 1 … ‫,ܭ‬ with ߙ is a normalizing factor such that ‫ܘ‖‬ ‖ ଶ ൌ 1. The precoder ‫ܘ‬ creates a maximum of power or "hot spot" on the tag and a zero of power or "quiet spot" on the reader.
The CC precoder ‫ܘ‬ େେ is based on ZF precoder to which we apply a phasing matrix T, a power allocation matrix D and combining matrix S:
ߙ is a normalizing such that ‫ܘ‖‬ େେ ‖ ଶ ൌ 1. The precoder ‫ܘ‬ େେ creates a hot spot on the tag and another hot spot on the reader. The signal on the reader is phased-shifted in order to combine coherently source and tag signals at the reader location. As the power is shared between the two hot spots, we use ۲ matrix to optimally allocate this power and maximize the performance.
C. Performance metrics
The SNR received by the reader is given by:
where ܲ ௨ is the transmit power of the source, ܲ ௦ is the receiver noise power at the reader side and ܴܵܰ ୧୪୪୳୫ ൌ ீ ೠ ೞ is the "illumination" SNR. ܴܵܰ ୧୪୪୳୫ reflects the average amount of illumination in the area located around T and R, from the source (independently from precoding and small-scale fading effects).
According to [5] , the bit error rate (BER) metric (noted ‫)ܴܧܤ‬ of the energy detector depends on the SNR difference ∆ܴܵܰ between the state when the tag is backscattering and the state when the tag is transparent as follows:
where, ∆ܴܵܰ ൌ |ܴܵܰ െ ܴܵܰ |
and ܴܵܰ (ܴܵܰ , respectively) is the value of ܴܵܰ, when ߛ ൌ ߛ (ߛ ൌ ߛ , respectively), i.e. when the tag is backscattering (transparent, respectively). In the rest of the paper we consider γ ൌ 1 and γ ൌ 0, the expression obtained is (with Reሺ. ሻ being the real part) :
∆ܴܵܰ ൌ ||݄ ୖ ‫ܐ‬ ୗ ‫|ܘ‬ ଶ 2Reሺ݄ ୖ ‫ܐ‬ ୗ ‫ܐ‪ሺ‬ܘ‬ ୗୖ ‫ܘ‬ሻ * ሻ|ܴܵܰ ୧୪୪୳୫ (7) In the case of CC, the BS determines the phase-shift ߮ ௫ and the power allocation ߜ ௫ that maximise ∆ܴܵܰ, in two steps. First, the BS transmits successively pilots with different ‫ܘ‬ େେ precoders based on different ߮ and ߜ values and the reader measures the corresponding ∆ܴܵܰ. Second, the reader feeds back the index of the optimal precoder.
To meet a given target quality of service (QoS) associated to a given target BER ‫ܴܧܤ‬ ୲ୟ୰ୣ୲ , ∆ܴܵܰ must verify: ∆ܴܵܰ ∆ܴܵܰ ୲ୟ୰ୣ୲ where ∆ܴܵܰ ୲ୟ୰ୣ୲ ൌ ሺ݁‫݂ܿݎ‬ሻ ିଵ ሺ2‫ܴܧܤ‬ሻ is the target SNR difference between the two states.
D. Metric measuring the impact on legacy device
Regarding the legacy device D, we assume that the legacy D is uncorrelated and far from R and T. The coefficients of the vector ‫ܐ‬ ୈ ∈ ԧ ଵൈ of the source-to-device channel are hence generated as a Rayleigh channel model, independently from ‫ܐ‬ ୗୖ and ‫ܐ‬ ୗ .We assume that the legacy device D under the average radio conditions (or illumination by the source) as T and R. With these assumptions, the received SNR at the device side is given by:
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section presents simulation results based on the model depicted in II, with the parameter setting given in Table II . We first present some visual results for a determined model and then more in depth and general statistical results.
A. Visualisation of "hot spot" for tag and "quiet spot" for reader thanks to spatial maps of SNR metrics In this section, we consider fixed locations of the source, the reader and the tag, one sample of the random propagation channel model and a fixed average illumination ܴܵܰ ୧୪୪୳୫ of 24dB (as defined in section II).
We then compute, the SNR metrics defined in section II, as functions of the (x,y) coordinates of the point Z and visualize them into spatial maps, for each precoder (REF, MRT, ZF and CC, namely) . Fig. 5 illustrates the spatial maps of ܴܵܰ and show to which extent the tag and its surrounding area is illuminated by the source. Fig. 6 . illustrates the spatial maps of ܴܵܰ ୖ ൌ |݄ ୖ ‫ܐ‬ ୗ ‫ܘ‬ ௧௬ | ܴܵܰ ୧୪୪୳୫ and shows the level of power backscattered by tag. Finally, Fig. 7 illustrates the spatial maps of ߂ܴܵܰ maps and shows the locations where the reader can detect the tag with the target QoS (these are locations where ߂ܴܵܰ ∆ܴܵܰ ௧௧ ). ∆ܴܵܰ ୲ୟ୰ୣ୲ is represented as the ߂ܴܵܰ level where the scale color changes. Dark colors (blue) indicate locations where QoS cannot be reached and light colors (yellow or red) where QoS can be achieved. Thanks to Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 we can make a first comparison between the four considered precoders. With REF, due to the weak illumination of the tag observed in Fig. 5-a) , the backscattered signal observed in Fig. 6-a) is weak, and consequently, the locations observed in Fig. 7-a) where the reader can detect the tag are very rare. With MRT, thanks to the strong illumination (the "hot spot") of the tag observed in Fig. 5-b) , the backscattered signal observed in Fig. 6-b ) has a large coverage. However, the locations observed in Fig. 7-b) , where the reader can detect the tag, are randomly distributed.
At a particular target location of the reader, the target ߂ܴܵܰ is not guaranteed. With ZF, the "hot spot" on the tag observed in Fig. 5-c) is very slightly weaker than in MRT. Hence, the coverage of the backscattered signal observed in Fig. 6-c) is also slightly weaker than in MRT. This is due to the fact that ZF spends some of its power to cancel the source signal on the reader location. However, thanks to this "quiet spot" for reader that can be observed on Fig. 5-c) , the target ߂ܴܵܰ is met at the target location of the reader as illustrated in Fig. 7-c) . Finally with CC, we have plotted the maps for ߮ ൌ ߮ ௫ and ߜ ൌ ߜ ௫ the phase-shift and the power allocation that maximizes ∆ܴܵܰ at the reader location. We observe two hot spots in Fig.   5-d) , each of them is weaker than those created by MRT or ZF as the transmit power remains the same and as we have to allocate the power between the tag and the reader. The backscattered signal is consequently weaker as shown in Fig.  6-d) . However as the source-reader signal is phased-shifted, the backscattered signal combines with the source signal and improves the detection. We observed in Fig. 7-d ) a good detection spot around the reader where we can easily detect the tag.
The previous results have been obtained for a given random sample of the Rayleigh channel model. To get a more general insight on the performance, we propose to visualize statistics over 100 random samples of model parameters. ܴܵܰ ୧୪୪୳୫ , the locations of the source and the tag still remain fixed. However, the location of the reader is variable and the ZF and CC beamforming "good reception spot" is adapted to the location of the reader. For each location of the reader, given by the Cartesian coordinates ሺ‫ݔ‬ ୖ , ‫ݕ‬ ୖ ሻ, we define ‫ܨ‬ ሺ‫ݔ‬ ୖ , ‫ݕ‬ ୖ ሻ, as the probability that ∆ܴܵܰ ∆ܴܵܰ ୲ୟ୰ୣ୲ , i.e. that the reader detects the tag with the target QoS. Fig. 8 illustrates ‫ܨ‬ (in percentage) as a function of ሺ‫ݔ‬ ୖ , ‫ݕ‬ ୖ ሻ. As expected, the reference case is the worst. MRT provides a large coverage, however, coverage holes are randomly distributed. ZF guaranties a continuous coverage inside a given range. CC guaranties a larger continuous coverage thanks to the coherent combining of the backscattered signal with the source signal.
B. Statistical results as a function of the average illumination ܴܵܰ ௨
Previously, the location of the tag and the average illumination ܴܵܰ ୧୪୪୳୫ were fixed and the computation of the metrics was restricted to locations plotted on the maps. In this section, we provide more general results. Statistics of ߂ܴܵܰ (over multiple random channel samples) are obtained for various values of ܴܵܰ ୧୪୪୳୫ , and reader and tag locations. For each couple of tag and reader locations, the adaptive precoders (MRT, ZF and CC) are updated, i.e. the "hot spot" and "quiet spot" is updated to be focused on the tag and reader, respectively. We define ‫ܦ‬ ଽଽ%ିୖ ሺܴܵܰ ୧୪୪୳୫ ሻ (resp ‫ܦ‬ ଽଽ%ିୖ , ‫ܦ‬ ଽଽ%ି , ‫ܦ‬ ଽଽ%ିେେ )) as the tag-to-reader distance for which, in 99% of the cases, the tag is detected by the reader with the target QoS (i.e. ∆ܴܵܰ ∆ܴܵܰ ୲ୟ୰ୣ୲ ሻ. This distance is expected to increase with average illumination ܴܵܰ ୧୪୪୳୫ , as a large ܴܵܰ ୧୪୪୳୫ corresponds to a close or powerful source.
To acquire statistical results of ‫ܦ‬ ଽଽ%ିୖ , we draw 20 times the model parameters. We define ܴܵܰ ୧୪୪୳୫ between 20dB and 30dB with a step of 2dB. For each draw of the model and each ܴܵܰ ୧୪୪୳୫ value we define 10 tag locations randomly and uniformly distributed as ‫ݔ‬ ∈ ሾ0, 100ሿ, ‫ݕ‬ ∈ ሾ0, 100ሿ. in the same way, ∆ܴܵܰ for every phase-shift and every power allocation, we then conserve the optimal precoder for the performance result and ‫ܦ‬ ଽଽ%ିେେ calculation. Simulation has been configured as previously mentioned and statistical results are shown in Fig. 9 that illustrates ‫ܦ‬ ଽଽ%ିୖ , ‫ܦ‬ ଽଽ%ିୖ , ‫ܦ‬ ଽଽ%ି , ‫ܦ‬ ଽଽ%ିେେ , ‫ܦ‬ ଽ%ିୖ , ‫ܦ‬ ଽ%ିୖ and ‫ܦ‬ ଽ%ି s as function of ܴܵܰ ୧୪୪୳୫ . As expected, for all precoders, the tag-to-reader distance that guarantees 99% of detection probability increases with the average illumination. For 99% of detection probability, ZF clearly outperforms MRT and REF. However with a lower detection probability target, 90% instead of 99%, MRT outperforms ZF in terms of coverage. As CC guarantees coherent combining of signals, the distance that guarantees 99% of detection probability is far increased. Fig. 10 . SNR of the legacy device as fiunction of the average illumination (ܴܵܰ ୧୪୪୳୫ ).
Furthermore, Fig. 10 illustrates the received SNR (ܴܵܰ ୈ ) at the legacy device side as a function of the average SNR illumination in four cases: when REF, MRT, ZF and CC precoders are used by the source. No significant difference between the four curves is observed, which means that legacy device is not impacted by the precoder, at least under Rayleigh propagation. In other terms, a backscatter-friendly network that precodes its signals (initially intended towards legacy devices), to help backscatter communications, does not degrade its legacy communications.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown for the first time a practical method that could be implemented to improve backscatter communications using 5G networks. This method improves the tag-to-reader range and the detection probability. Helped by training devices, the massive MIMO base station acquires a partial knowledge of the channel (only the source-to-tag and the source-to-reader channels) and creates a hot spot to be later used by a tag and a quiet spot to be later used by a reader. We have shown that ZF precoder ensures 99% of detection probability of the tag, with the target quality of service, for short tag-to-reader distances by creating a hot spot on the tag and a quiet spot on the reader. MRT precoder provides larger tag-to-reader distances, if the detection probability target is relaxed and reduced to 90%. CC precoder has advantages of MRT and ZF without the drawbacks. It ensures the QoS for large tag-to-reader distance thanks to the coherent combining of the backscattered signal with the source signal. Moreover we have also shown that precoding has no impact on legacy devices communicating with the 5G network, in Rayleigh environment at least. Next studies will focus on experiments to validate the use of training devices and will explore alternative solutions for radio propagation channels in line-of-sight, and improvements exploiting channel coding.
